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Joanne   Oatts   is   an   award-winning   freelance   creative   director,   with   over   20   years   of   experience  
across   the   advertising,   marketing,   media   and   broadcasting   industries.   A   former   journalist,  

Joanne   has   written   for   multiple   marketing,   media   and   LGBTQ+   titles   and   was   the   news   editor  
for   Sony   Award-winning   GaydarRadio.   She   now   hosts    The   Outvertising   Podcast ,   where   she  

interviews   inspiring   LGBTQ+   people   from   the   advertising   and   media   industry.   
She's   also   an   artist,   filmmaker   and   comedy   writer.  

 

Key   topics  

+   Creativity   and   the   power   of   ideas   +   Storytelling   +  

+   LGBTQ+   &   gender   balance   in   the   creative   industries   +  

  +   Comedy   writing   +   Running   a   business   with   your   partner   +  

+   Freelance   life   &   careers   +   Career   pivots   +   Mental   health   +  

 

Speaker   experience  

Confident   panel   host,   event   speaker,   panellist   and   podcast   guest  

Friendly,   personable,   laid   back   and   entertaining   style  

Appearances   at   online   and   in-person   events   for   Salesforce,   Facebook,   

Fawnbrake   Collective,   Outvertising,   The   Sense   Network   &   BloomFest   

Former   journalist,   with   experience   interviewing   high-profile   individuals   

including   Boris   Johnson,   Al   Gore   and   Stephen   Fry   

Broadcasting   and   performance   experience   (live   radio,   podcasts,   TV,   events)  
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FULL   BIO   

 

Born   in   Leigh-on-Sea,   Essex,   UK   in   1976,   Joanne   spent   most   of   her   childhood   either   making   a  
creative   mess   in   her   bedroom   or   looking   out   to   the   Thames   Estuary   and   wondering   about   the  

world   beyond.   Creativity   and   curiosity   remain   at   the   heart   of   what   she   does.  
 

After   graduating   with   a   2:1    BA   (Hons)   History   of   Art,   Design   &   Film   at   Middlesex   University,    
Joanne   first   started   working   in   advertising   agencies   in   1998.   First,   as   an   account   exec,   then   in  

project   management,   production,   then   creative   traffic.   Anything   that   moved   her   slightly   nearer  
to   the   creative   department.   Following   a   few   more   career   pivots   and   time   as   a   media   journalist  

and   radio   presenter,   she   returned   to   the   industry   as   a   creative.   
 

Since   then   she    has   become   a   sought-after   and   award-winning   freelance   senior   creative   who's  
worked   at   numerous   top   London   and   Manchester   agencies:   adam&eveDDB,   Havas   Lynx,   DDB  

Remedy,   VMLY&R,   Wunderman   Thompson,   R/GA,   Isobel,   Engine,   Digitas   and   AKQA.   
 

Her   previous   work   as   a   media   reporter   at    Digital   Spy    saw   her   interviewing   everyone   from   Al  
Gore   to   reality   TV   stars.   While   working   as   news   editor   at    GaydarRadio ,   Joanne   was   involved   in  
promoting   the   work   of   LGBTQ+   organisations,   HIV   charities   and   diversity   networks.   Unafraid   of  

strong   personalities   or   difficult   conversations,   she   also   found   herself   interviewing   politicians  
and   campaigners   such   as   Boris   Johnson,   Ken   Livingstone   and   Peter   Tatchell.   

 
Her   passion   for   radio   and   commitment   to   sharing   LGBTQ+   stories   -   she   identifies   as   bisexual  

herself   -   continues   with   her   work   as   the   host   of    The   Outvertising   Podcast ,   where   she   interviews  
inspiring   LGBTQ+   people   and   allies   from   the   marketing,   media   and   advertising   industries.   

 
Often   teaming   up   with   her   husband,   fellow   creative   and   screenwriter   Mark   Winter,   the   pair   also  
write   and   produce   comedy,   with   their   short   film,     Don't   Sell   The   Tiger ,   picking   up   several   awards  
on   the   UK   film   festival   circuit.   Having   been   a   writing   team   since   2006,   starting   with   their   radio  

comedy   series    The   Adventures   of   Captain   Camp   for   GaydarRadio ,   they've   since   forged   a  
creative   partnership   in   advertising.   Like   any   relationship,   working   with   your   partner   takes   extra  

work.   Jo   and   Mark   have   found   a   few   tricks   to   continue   to   make   collaborating   enjoyable   and  
rewarding.   Well,   they   haven't   killed   each   other   yet.   

 
As   an   abstract   artist,   Joanne   has   recently   begun   selling   her   pieces   and   has   featured   in   several  

online   exhibitions.   Her   work   explores   her   fascination   with   colours,   forms   and   concepts   in   space,  
water   and   nature,   and   the   interconnectivity   of   the   world   around   us.  

 
Having   taken   a   few   years   to   find   her   own   creative   feet,   Joanne   is   enthusiastic   about   helping  
creativity   thrive   and   guiding   others   to   fulfil   their   potential.   She   truly   believes   in   the   power   of  
ideas   and   creativity   to   change   minds   and   lives.   In   September   2020,   her   platform   for   creative  
thinking,    FASTER   IDEAS    launches,   offering   daily   tips   and   tricks   to   help   with   idea   generation.   

The   site   is   a   launchpad   for   projects   in   2021,   including   a    FASTER   IDEAS    book   and   events.  
 

Joanne's   commitment   to   giving   back   to   the   industry   extends   to   her   work   as   a   
mentor   for    Bloom   UK    and    School   of   Communication   Arts ,   

and   as   an   awards   judge   for    D&AD ,    DMA    and    The   Drum .  
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